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CaddyDaddy
Introduces Its New Premium Cart Bag

CaddyDaddy Golf released its new Premium Cart Bag 
in December under its new RevCore brand, just in time 
for the spring 2024 golf season or that upcoming golf 
getaway. Start the new year with a new golf bag, and 
your game-day style will never look better.

For over 20 years, CaddyDaddy has been designing and producing 
premium travel bags, golf gloves, golf bags, and accessories. It uses 
the finest materials and hardware available, and its warranties and 
customer service are unmatched.

I’ve used CaddyDaddy’s golf products since 2016, particularly its 
heavy-duty all-in-one travel golf club bags and superior golf gloves. 
I can attest to CaddyDaddy’s cutting-edge products as high quality, 
durable, affordable, and reliable year after year. Its customer services 
are indeed unmatched. 

The new RevCore Cart Bags feature 
14-way full-length individual 
dividers to keep clubs completely 
separated and organized. Every 

detail was designed with a purpose. 
The velvet-lined top and oversized 
putter well are just a couple of key 
attributes to elevate your game. The 
integrated top grab handles and 
ergonomic rubber handles make these 
bags easy to transport from your 
vehicle to the course.

“Having headquarters in Chandler, 
AZ, has its perks, year-round outdoor 
equipment testing, extensive golf cart 
mileage matched with traditional cart 
bags,” said Rod Dunlap, co-founder 

of CaddyDaddy. “The RevCore line 
was designed for everyday cart bag 

users. All details, components, and features 
were carefully planned and designed for both cart riders and pushcart 
users. After many years of development, we’re thrilled to share our 
RevCore premium golf bag line.”

RevCore cart bags with custom synthetic leather, debossed logos, and 
alloy hardware are inspired by classic tour bags. Every aspect of the 
RevCore cart bag promotes comfort, accessibility, and convenience.

Whether you ride in a cart or utilize a pushcart, you’ll appreciate the 
easy-care exterior, forward-facing pockets, and the stay-flat base. I 
particularly like the stay-flat base on the RevCore bag. Cart bags tend 
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to get top-heavy when fully loaded with equipment and easily fall 
over, but not with this “stay-flat base.” 

RevCore bags are built with tour-grade synthetic leather, black alloy 
hardware, 14-way full-length individual dividers, and a velvet-lined 
top to keep clubs from clanging around. The expansive design features 
nine total pockets, including two large insulated cooler pockets and 
two single zipper waterproof felt-lined pockets for rangefinders 
or valuables. I love all the pockets, and the oversized putter well 
is extremely handy, particularly if you have large-headed putters. 
Overall, this is a stylish, first-class golf bag. 

Best of all,  RevCore premium cart bags retail at only $299.95. 
That’s a bargain for a cart bag of this quality! They are available in 
Matte Black and Dark Navy at www.RevCoregolf.com. But Wait! 
TEE TIMES GOLF GUIDE Magazine readers can get a limited-time 
Discount of $50 Off when you enter the code “KC” at checkout.

For more information about CaddyDaddy Golf’s First-Class Carry-
On Luggage Duffel, golf club travel bags, 9-pack coolers, or Claw 
Max golf gloves, visit www.caddydaddygolf.com. TEE TIMES GOLF 
GUIDE Magazine readers can get a limited-time “Discount of 20% 
Off” of these products (all non-sale items) by entering the code AZ20 
at checkout.

RevCore’s Stay Flat Base 
keeps your bag standing tall.

RevCore bags 
feature 

9 pockets.
Two are

 large insulated 
cooler pockets.

See the new RevCore bag below at the 
Bushnell booth at the Kansas City Golf Show.
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